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Career Research Project   BTST 321 
 
You will be receiving your profiles on personality type, learning style, and cultural 
adaptability.  The goal of this research assignment is for you to comment and summarize 
on the three areas-why you think you fell into each one, why you are strong or weak in 
some areas.  A summation paragraph or two should include why this information may be 
important to you as a future employees in an organization or company. A maximum of 
two single-spaced pages.  .5 inch margins Place a running header through the document 
and pages numbers. 
  
A third, fourth, and fifth  page  is going to ask you to find three quotes for each topic: 
personality type, learning styles or cultural adaptability.  Please quote and provide the 
appropriate reference and rationale of the selection 
 
When doing your search for these quotes that should come from books, magazines, 
journals, articles or discussions (not just websites of companies who sell these 
inventories). Not your textbook. 
 
To search for personality type: 
Personality theory, personality type, Myers-Briggs type indicator, MBTI, office 
personalities, personality in organizations, etc. 
 
To search for learning styles: 
Learning styles, Dunn and Dunn, college student learning styles, employee learning 
styles, etc. 
 
To search for cultural adaptability: 
Corporate culture, college culture, intercultural communication at works, employee 
intercultural, etc. 
 
 
On the back of this sheet looks like how you should format this assignment. 
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Joe Student  THIS SHOULD BE THE HEADER 
BTST 321  
 

1. Personality Type: 
 

Just discuss your type make sure to put the 4 letter TYPE 
 

2. Learning Style: 
 

Just discuss things about your learning styles 
 

3. Cultural Adaptability: 
 

Just discuss the four scales and where you scored and why. 
 

4. Summation 
 

Here discuss why it is important to have the knowledge of these three areas as 
future employees. 

 
This should be two pages maximum. 
 
Third page. 
 
Personality Type 
1.Quote  
Annonated bibliographic reference)*2008 YR or Later 
 
2..Quote  
Annotated bibliographic reference)*2008 YR or Later 
 
3..Quote  
Annotated bibliographic reference)*2008 YR or Later 
 
Learning style Fourth Page 
Same format. 
 
Cultural Adaptability Fifth page 
Same format 
 


